Race and the Outdoors:  
A Resource Guide for Anti-Racism in the Outdoors and Uplifting BIPOC Outdoor Leaders

Books:
- Black Faces, White Spaces: Carolyn Finney
- The Adventure Gap: James Mills
- The Unlikely Thru-Hiker: Derick Lugo
- Dispossessing the Wilderness: Mark David Spence
- Diverse Books for Outdoor Kids

Podcasts:
- Unlikely Hikers
- Outside Voices

Articles to Read:
- BE: Amplifying the Diversity of Our Parks, Trails and Campgrounds
- The Melanin Base Camp Guide to Outdoor Allyship
- Want to Speak up Against Racism in the Outdoors?
- The Toxic Intersection of Racism and Public Space
- 26 Ways (& More) to be an Ally in the Outdoor Industry
- Historical Perspective on Racism in the Outdoors and Looking Forward
Websites/Social Media for BIPOC Outdoor Leaders:

- Melanin Base Camp: Facebook, Instagram, Website
- Wild Diversity: Facebook, Instagram, Website
- Outdoor Afro: Facebook, Instagram, Website
- Girl Trek: Facebook, Instagram, Website
- Native Women's Wilderness: Facebook, Instagram, Website
- Natives Outdoors: Facebook, Instagram, Website
- She Colors Nature: Instagram, Website
- Teresa Baker: Instagram, Website
- Hood Naturalist: Instagram, Website

Hiking:
  - Unlikely Hikers: Facebook, Instagram
  - Indigenous Women Hike: Facebook, Instagram, Website
  - QPOC Hikers: Facebook, Instagram
  - Latinx Hikers: Facebook, Instagram, Website

Thru-Hiking:
  - Blackalachian: Facebook, Instagram
  - Hiking Prodigy: Facebook, Instagram
  - Akuna Hikes: Facebook, Instagram

Climbing:
  - Color the Crag: Facebook, Instagram, Website
  - Brown Girls Climb: Facebook, Instagram, Website
  - BOC Crew: Facebook, Instagram